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From Special Measures to 
Outstanding

Horton Grange Primary School is situated in 
central Bradford.  It is significantly larger than 
most 2-11 primary schools with 750 pupils 
currently on role. The vast majority of the pupils 
speak English as an additional language and 
the proportion of disadvantaged pupils, those 
supported through pupil premium, is higher 
than the national average. The proportion of 
children with special educational needs is 
above average. The number of children who 
enter and leave the school at times other than 
at the start and end of the year is very high in 
comparison to national data. 

In 2006 the school was judged to be inadequate 
and from that moment the journey from 
Special Measures had begun. The appointment 
of a consultant head teacher began the process 
and then in September 2007 the journey 
was further supported with the permanent 
appointment of an experienced head teacher 

from an outstanding school. Duncan Jacques 
was the school’s fifth head teacher in a short 
period of time and was brought in to raise 
standards which had been historically low. 
Poor leadership and management, inadequate 
teaching and poor behaviour were having a 
detrimental impact on pupil outcomes. The 
school was mentioned in Parliament as being 
one of only five nationally that had remained 
in Special Measures for more than two years. 
Standards made a national top thirty for adding 
least value.

From the beginning it was clear that in such a 
large school, which faced so many contextual 
challenges, it was going to require an incredible 
team effort from all those involved to move 
the school forward. Duncan was supported 
by a team of staff and governors who were 
dedicated to achieving the best possible 
outcomes for the pupils at Horton Grange and 
who were prepared to go the extra mile, every 
day on their behalf. The Local Authority also 
supported effectively.  Standards improved 
rapidly and the school was judged Satisfactory 
in January 2009. The journey of improvement 
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continued and outcomes reached a point where 
in February 2011 the school was judged to be 
Good. The school became more community 
focussed, outward facing and encouraged the 
involvement of parents and pupils in many 
aspects of school improvement. The school 
began to develop an experiential curriculum 
and the leadership team worked hard with 
all staff to obtain levels of consistency that 
were challenging to achieve in such a large 
organisation.

In September 2012 Duncan became the 
Executive Head teacher of Horton Grange 
Primary School and Copthorne Primary, 
another large inner city Bradford school and at 
this point Carol Stephenson became Head of 
School, responsible for the day to day running 
and being held to account for standards and 
the quality of learning and teaching. Together, 
in partnership with the school team, they 
planned and steered Horton Grange forward. 
Carol, who has been at Horton Grange Primary 
School for seventeen years,  had a crystal clear 
view of what needed to be done and supported 
by a superb group of senior and middle leaders 

the team began to move the school forward 
again. The school invited views from external 
consultants and moderated judgements in all 
areas across a network of other local schools.

In June 2015 the school was judged 
Outstanding in all areas and expects the 
outcomes at KS2 this year to be above and in 
some cases well above national averages. The 
report highlighted the quality of leadership 
and management at all levels including 
governance. It stated that pupil achievement 
was outstanding because the quality of 
teaching over time was outstanding. The high 
levels of care and support contributed to pupil 
outcomes as did the quality of the schools 
support staff. It concluded that the school’s 
‘impressive’ and rigorous focus on using data 
to support learning was one of the key drivers 
in moving standards. The school’s experiential 
curriculum gave pupils the best possible start 
to the next phase of their education.

Reading between the lines of the most recent 
inspection report it is clear that the reason 
Horton Grange Primary School has changed 
out of all recognition from ‘Inadequate’ to 
now being  judged ‘Outstanding’ is the quality 
of the team of people who work there and 
the support they receive from the amazing 
children and families who attend.


